
13 x local young people
19 x weekly sessions 
7 x  Saturday trips 

 

Blackhorse Responders is an award-winning
creative activism programme for 16-25 year
old makers. Created to explore the use of
design to transform attitudes and give young
people a voice to speak out  and engage
others creatively about the issues they care
about. 

Kejal Agcagul, Mariam Ahmed, Yusra Ahmed, Isabel
Barros, Laura Di Chiara, Ren Eastoe-Mackessy, Lucy

Farrell-Christian, Megan Hickey, Rowan Kiffin-Murray,
Evie Laurent, Isaac Li, Javannah Reid, Esther Summers 

 
 

March - August 2022

62% were in full time
education

6% in full time work
6% in part time work
6% not in education,

training or employment
 



MAKE

MOBILISE

MESSAGE
The 'Message' section of Responders
explores ways to creatively engage
and challenge opinion. 

The 'Make'section of the programme
equips Responders with the tools and
skills to start  bringing to life their ideas
through making.  

The 'Mobilise' section of
Responders seeks out opportunities
for engagement with different local
and creative partners; a chance to
take ideas and present them in a
public context. 

STRUCTURE:  
To  understand the
importance of being an active
citizen and recognise their
potential to make change. 

To develop skills needed to 
work with others. 

To be able to confidently communicate,
defend and support their ideas. 

To develop a creative mindset . 

To provide increased
exposure to, and awareness
of, creative ambition. 

To increase a sense of community:
through networking and building
relationships. 

THE AIMS: HOW ITS ACHIEVED: 
Inspirational guest speakers and offsite
trips explore and develop individual
passions, demonstrating the practical
activation of ideas and how to campaign
for change. 

Workshops and creative sessions
introduce practical fabrication skills.

 

We facilitate opportunities to showcase their
work in different spaces and encourage
engaging with the public in debate about
their chosen topics. 

Actions occur on a local level within the
community, at local events.

With the support of guest creatives, ideas are
discussed, prototyped and then realised with
the support of the Workshop's technicians. 

The Responders form collectives around
emerging themes developing and making
their projects in a group.

 



 MESSAGE

2022 Guest Workshops & Visits:

Rabbits Road Press: Risograph Painting
PenTing Poetry: Spoken Word
Olivia Twist: Illustration
Cheer Up Love: Photography
Kay Rufai:  Social Engagement 
Bold Tendencies: Creative Venue 
Hannah Davey: Greenpeace
Sam Griffic: Protoyping

The 'Message' section of Responders
explores ways to creatively engage and
challenge opinion. 

Inspirational guest speakers and offsite trips
explore and develop individual passions,
demonstrating the practical activation of
ideas and how to campaign for change. 



Topics were explored individually through
placard making workshops (hosted this year
by illustrator  of Art and Protest, Olivia
Twist), and exploring messaging through
writing and spoken word (hosted by Pen Ting
Poetry).  

After exploring themes and topics
individually, the group then split into 4 x
different collectives to pursue  their ideas
together and develop a design to engage
others with the topic. This year's cohort
selected the following themes to explore:

Anti-Racism
Gender Equality
Anti-Austerity
Climate Crisis

MESSAGE

Each group wrote a

manifesto and we

printed copies of these

at Rabbits Road Press,

a community space

and risograph studio



MESSAGE

SPEAKERS CORNER 
In preparation for our trip to Walthamstow's
Speakers Corner we invited PenTing Poetry to
deliver a workshop with participants to learn the
art of writing and performing their speeches. 

The morning of the trip we welcomed  Eliza
Hatch founder of Cheer Up Luv to deliver a
photography workshop to learn effective ways
to capture activity in the moment.  

Each young person performed their 
speeches in public whilst standing on
 top of the Soapboxes they had hand built
 and screenprinted to amplify their message.  



A core thread throughout the Responders
programme is opening up what creative
activism means in our everyday. Speaking to
those working in the field is key to
understanding how ideas can be realised and
have impact. 

Arts Activism Specialist  Hannah Davey
presented to the group how she creates projects
for Greenpeace that activate public, corporate
and political spaces. 

Kai Rufai of the S.M.I.L.E-ing Boys Project 
talked about his journey with developing this
photography project as a direct response to the
rise in youth stabbings, which sparked a series of
reactionary approaches from the government
regarding tougher criminalisation of youth, in
minority communities.

MAKE



MAKE
The 'Make'section of the programme
equips Responders with the tools and skills
to start  bringing to life their ideas through
making.  With the support of guest
creatives, ideas are discussed, prototyped
and then realised with the support of
Blackhorse Workshop's technicians. 

The focus is on wood and
metalwork techniques but
Responders also learn how
to create eye catching
posters using screen print
stencils, how to use the
power of words in spoken
word, and capturing the
moment via portrait
photography.  

Skills Learned: 
 - Basic woodwork handtools 

 - Basic woodwork machinery 

 - Basic Metalwork Machinery

 - Screen printing stencils

 - Risograph printing 

 - Applying photography 



MAKE
They have explored an array of
different approaches; from making
placards exhibited at Wiggle
Wonderland's installation for
London Festival of Architecture, to
taking Domestic Data Streamers
inspired pieces to the public at
Walthamstow's Mile Long Street
Party.



MOBILISE

2022 Showcase Events:

London Festival of Architecture
Walthamstow Mile Long Street Party
Walthamstow Pride
V&A Lates  (Transformation Station)
Social Cinema  

The 'Mobilise' section of Responders
seeks out opportunities for engagement
with different local and creative
partners; a chance to take ideas and
present them in a public context. 

The aim? To build creative confidence
and communication skills. 

'I never thought I'd be
able to just stand in front
of this many people and
feel this excited to show

them what I've built'
Lucy

‘Made me realise I should
get more involved with my
community. I didn’t think I

wanted to before this...’ 
- Ren Eastoe-Mackessy 



MOBILISE

 
 
 
 
 

MILE LONG 
STREET PARTY
Following a presentation and Q&A on
public engagement with art and
creative activist Hannah Davey of
Green Peace, young people created
their own activities on Walthamstow's
famous high street to engage the
public. 

They designed and built sticker
boards, sliding scales and games to
create continually evolving pieces that  
gave insight into community opinion
and thoughts. 

Young people engaged hundreds
of people with their pieces,

describing the work processes and
skills they were learning and made
connections with an array of local

organisations...



MOBILISE

 
 
 
 
 

WALTHAM FOREST PRIDE 

The four final pieces the Responders
produced were taken to Walthamstow
Pride to exhibit for a day of family fun,
creative conversations and activism on
the ground. Over the next four months
this work will be showcased at the
V&A for their Friday Lates
programme, and then to the Social
Cinema's upcoming Climate Crisis
film screening.  CONNECTING CULTURES  

Plinth, Vase // Isaac, Mariam,Yusra
'We feel ourselves and our communities find it difficult to connect to both our British
Culture and the Culture of our families. This piece was to open up conversations around
what it means to be both British and from somewhere else in the Globe. 
We hope our community  can use this piece to re-connect with their culture and find we
have more in common than we do in difference.'

FINAL
PROJECT:
CONNECTING
CULTURES



MOBILISE

 
 
 
 
 

WALTHAM FOREST PRIDE 
Young people spent the day engaging
hundreds of people with their work,
whether that was adding their thoughts to
the gender utopia book or making  their
own pronoun necklaces from metal punch
blocks. 

They networked directly with their
local community, gaining contacts and
connections in different areas of the
creative industries and diverse local
organisations. 

FINAL
PROJECT:
WHEEL OF
MISFORTUNE

WHEEL OF MISFORTUNE
Spinning wheel //Megan, Rowan  
'We created a 'game' to teach people the many
different ways those affected by poverty can be
disadvantaged whilst also bringing attention to the
simple measures that can be put in place to make
lives easier. Ideas about poverty not existing in the
UK or being the result of laziness - we wanted to
ignite an empathy, an understanding and a
movement to end poverty.'



CLIMATE ANXIETY FOR ADULTS
Boxes //Lucy
'My three boxes were designed to stop people hearing
about Climate Crisis and instead be immersed in it like
so many others already are. 
As a young person you are consumed and overwhelmed
with the questions and anxiety about what our future
looks like, we want adults to join us in these feelings so
we can all work towards a sustainable and fair solution.'

GENDER UTOPIA 
Big Book // Ren, Laura, Isabel, Jahvannah, Kejal, Esther, Evie
'We made a 4ft book with the question 'What is your gender utopia?' and
members of the public continue to join us to write the story. This was
important to us because gender and gender expression is a concept that
everyone experiences in different ways and with different understandings.
We hope this book is an opening to conversations about the issues of gender
binaries and to create a larger understanding around this whilst creating more
compassion in our local community.'

FINAL
PROJECT:
CLIMATE
ANXIETY

MOBILISE
WALTHAM FOREST PRIDE 

FINAL
PROJECT:
GENDER
UTOPIA



V&A Late invited Blackhorse Responders to showcase
their final pieces as part of their 'Friday

Late':'Transformation Station' for London Design
Festival. Another great opportunity to explore creative

interaction. 

V&A FRIDAY LATE 
MOBILISE



What next?
Activators is a new follow on programme for anyone who has
previously taken part in our Blackhorse Responders programme. 

These monthly sessions seek out new opportunities to present
work, develop ideas, grow networks and connections and develop
skills in the workshop. We'll help to develop creative confidence,
navigate towards fulfilling your ambitions, and look at ways to get
started on that journey. This is an opportunity to work
independently or join forces with others to challenge perceptions,
change attitudes and create a positive community. 

 


